Frustrated double ionization of argon atoms in strong laser fields
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We demonstrate kinematically complete measurements on frustrated double ionization of argon atoms in strong laser fields with a reaction microscope. We found that the electron trapping probability after strong-field double ionization is much higher than that after strong-field single ionization, especially in the case of high laser intensity. The retrieved electron momentum distributions of frustrated double ionization show a clear transition from the nonsequential to the sequential regime, similar to those of strong-field double ionization. The dependence of electron momentum width on the laser intensity further indicates that the second released electron has a dominant contribution to frustrated double ionization in the sequential regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When an atom or a molecule is exposed to a strong laser field it may become singly or multiply ionized [1,2]. After the strong-field interaction, a fraction of the ionized electron wave packets with near-zero kinetic energies can be trapped into high-lying Rydberg states, a process also known as frustrated field ionization [3–13]. Frustrated double ionization (electron trapping after double ionization) has been experimentally studied for small molecules, including H₂ and argon dimers, using Coulomb explosion imaging [6–8,14–17] and theoretically using the classical trajectory Monte Carlo method [18,19]. In these experiments the trapping process is identified by the kinetic energy released (KER) during the Coulomb explosion of the molecules. Since an electron trapped in high-lying Rydberg states does not fully shield the nuclear charge, the KER for a molecule with an electron in Rydberg states is higher than that for a nonexcited molecule fragmenting from the same charge state. Since this method is based on the measurement of KER from molecules undergoing Coulomb explosion, it is applicable to neither atomic targets nor molecules that do not fragment.

In this paper, using an alternative method developed in our previous work [12], we report on kinematically complete experiments of electron trapping processes during strong-field double ionization of argon atoms. Strong-field double ionization may happen sequentially, where the two electrons are removed one after another by the laser field, or nonsequentially, where the second electron is released during the recollision of the first electron with the parent ion [20–22]. We show that the trapping probability is strongly enhanced in the sequential ionization regime. Based on our experimental data we explain the electron dynamics underlying these observations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHOD

In our experiments we employed a reaction microscope [23,24] for three-body coincidence detection of two electrons and their parent ion created during the interaction of argon atoms with strong laser pulses [Fig. 1(a)]. Laser pulses linearly polarized along the spectrometer axis (z direction) were provided by a home-built Titanium:sapphire laser amplifier system with a center wavelength of 790 nm, a pulse duration of 25 fs, and peak intensities in the range of 10¹⁴ to 10¹⁵ W/cm². A weak homogeneous dc field of a few V/cm is applied along the z-direction. This dc field not only accelerates electrons and ions to the electron and ion detectors (57 and 445 mm away from the interaction point, respectively) but also induces field ionization of high-lying Rydberg states populated during the strong-field interaction [12]. Additionally, a homogeneous magnetic field of 12.3 gauss ensures 4π detection of electrons from strong-field interaction. More details on the experimental setup can be found in our previous publications [12,25,26].

Previously, we developed a method to characterize Rydberg states in atoms and molecules formed during strong-field interaction. This method employs coincidence detection of Rydberg electrons released by tunnel ionization in the spectrometer dc field and single photon ionization by blackbody radiation (BBR) [12,13]. The detection of frustrated double ionization of an argon atom is depicted in Fig. 1(a). During the flight of the excited ion (Ar⁺) to the detector, the spectrometer field or BBR further releases the Rydberg electron (e²). We recorded the time-of-flight (TOF) and position information of all three particles (Ar⁺ and two electrons) with two multihit delay-line anode detectors. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the correlated signals of Rydberg electrons with their parent ions (Ar²⁺) represent a long parabolic curve in the photoelectron-photoinion coincidence (PEPICO) distribution. The PEPICO distribution also contains correlated signals of Rydberg...
electrons with \( \text{Ar}^+ \) and \( \text{Ar}^{3+} \) originating from electron trapping after strong-field single and triple ionization, as indicated in Fig. 1(b). We note that Rydberg electrons correlated with dications were also observed in separate measurements with neon atoms and acetylene molecules.

With the measured TOF and position data on the detection of Rydberg electrons and \( \text{Ar}^{2+} \), we retrieved the emission time \( T \) of the Rydberg electron and the momentum vector of the \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) produced during the strong-field interaction. With the assumption of Rydberg electrons \( (e2) \) gaining negligible energy during the dc and BBR ionization, we calculate the emission time \( T \) of the Rydberg electron from the acceleration function of the \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) in the dc spectrometer field which yields the relation \( t_{\text{r}} = T + \sqrt{T^2 + m_e/\text{me}} + t_{0r}^2 \), where \( t_{\text{r}} \) is the TOF of the Rydberg electron, and \( m_e \) and \( \text{me} \) are the electron mass and the mass of an argon atom, respectively. \( t_{0r} = \sqrt{2E_{\text{dr}}/\text{me}} \) is the TOF of a zero-momentum electron released during strong-field ionization determined by the spectrometer electric field \( E_{\text{dr}} \), \( L_e \) is the distance from the laser focus to the electron detector, and \( q \) denotes the electron charge. From the above-mentioned relations we derive the emission time \( T = t_{\text{r}} - \sqrt{t_{0r}^2 + (t_{\text{r}}^2 - t_{0r}^2)m_e/\text{me}} \) as a function of the measured \( t_{\text{r}} \). With the retrieved survival time \( T \), we can calculate the momentum of the \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) gained in the laser field along the laser polarization direction, which yields \( P_{\text{r},\text{Ar}^{n+}} = E_{\text{dr}}(0.5t_{0r}^2 - 0.5T^2 + t_rT - t_r^2)/t_r \), where \( t_{0r} \) and \( t_r \) are TOFs of \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) with zero initial momentum and \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) from ionization of \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \), respectively. Because the signal of the frustrated double ionization with a small emission time \( T \) overlaps with that of the strong-field ionization, we selected only the signal of the frustrated double ionization with \( T > 150 \) ns.

With the retrieved momentum of \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) [from the measured data of \( \text{Ar}^{2+} \) and the Rydberg electron \( (e2) \)], we can check the quality of the three-body coincidence detection of \( \text{Ar}^{2+} \) with two electrons for frustrated double ionization process. In Fig. 1(c) we show the momentum correlation between the \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) and the electron \( (e1) \) released during the strong-field interaction with the sum and difference of their momenta. Due to momentum conservation, the momentum sum of the strong-field electron \( (e1) \) and \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) from the same atom is close to zero with a narrow momentum distribution determined by the initial momentum of the argon atom.

The correlation in Fig. 1(c) shows that we achieved a high confidence in the three-body coincidence detection of two electrons and their parent ion \( \text{Ar}^{2+} \). For further data analysis, we applied the coincidence selection condition of \( |P_{\text{r},\text{Ar}^{n+}} + P_{\text{r},e1}| < 0.1 \) a.u. for frustrated double ionization to minimize the false coincidence rate.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

#### A. Electron trapping probability

Figure 2(a) presents measured signals of Rydberg electrons from \( \text{Ar}^+ \) and \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) over emission time for a laser peak intensity of \( 7.9 \times 10^{14} \) W/cm\(^2\) and a dc field strength of 5 V/cm. As reported in our recent publication, the yield of Rydberg electrons from \( \text{Ar}^+ \) contains two contributions over the electron emission time: fast decay signals due to ionization in the dc spectrometer field of Rydberg states near \( n_{\text{dc}} = 121 \) and slow delay signals due to BBR-induced photoionization of Rydberg states with \( n_{\text{BR}} \sim 10 \) up to \( n_{\text{dc}} \). The signal from \( \text{Ar}^{2+} \) has a similar behavior but with different decay rate due to the involvement of different energy levels. Dc field ionization contributes dominantly to the signal with small emission times and causes a fast decay with an ionization rate of about \( 10^{-2} \) ns\(^{-1}\), while BBR-induced photoionization is responsible for the slowly decaying signal with an ionization rate of about \( 5 \times 10^{-4} \) ns\(^{-1}\). One clear observation is that the Rydberg electron signal from \( \text{Ar}^{n+} \) is much stronger than that from \( \text{Ar}^+ \); even though in measurement the strong-field single ionization yield \( (\text{Ar}^+) \) is about four times higher than that of \( \text{Ar}^+ \), even though in measurement the strong-field single ionization yield \( (\text{Ar}^+) \) is about four times higher than that of the strong-field double ionization \( (\text{Ar}^{2+}) \).

Since the laser intensity plays an crucial role in the strong-field ionization, we performed measurements with laser peak intensities from \( 2 \times 10^{14} \) W/cm\(^2\) to \( 7.9 \times 10^{14} \) W/cm\(^2\). Since the ionization rate due to BBR is a constant, we can obtain the overall BBR ionization signal through an exponential fitting function of the BBR ionization signal over the emission time. With the obtained overall BBR ionization signal, we compare the electron trapping probability with respect to the strong-field single and double ionization processes, with normalization to the signals of strong-field single and double ionization, respectively. This ratio as a function of laser peak intensity is shown in Fig. 2(b). The electron trapping probability after...
The Coulomb potential influences the trapping probability during single and double ionization, respectively. The Coulomb potentials of the trapping probability for double ionization is the different from that after single ionization. The trapping probability ratio between single and double ionization increases with the laser intensity in the range from $2 \times 10^{14}$ to $7.9 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$ and the dc field strength of 3 V/cm.

One reason for the higher trapping probability in double ionization is obviously that two electrons can contribute to the trapping probability. Another intuitive reason for the higher trapping probability for double ionization is the different Coulomb potentials of $-1/r$ and $-2/r$ for the electron trapping process during single and double ionization, respectively. The Coulomb potential influences the trapping probability in two ways. First, the potential $-2/r$ is deeper than $-1/r$, which leads to a larger trapping volume. The spatial volume of the potential $-2/r$ for trapping electrons with a certain near-zero kinetic energy is 8 times as that of the potential $-1/r$. The second effect is the Coulomb focusing effect [27], which is also stronger for the potential $-2/r$ than $-1/r$. The Coulomb volume and focusing effects together with the doubled trapping probability lead to the strongly increased electron trapping probability after double ionization as compared to after single ionization. However, the influence of the Coulomb potential shifts the mean momenta of electrons away from the origin which will dramatically reduce the trapping probability. The shifting effect is stronger in the case of $-2/r$ than that of $-1/r$, which reduces the relative trapping probability. Earlier experiments and simulations have shown the multielectron influence and the breakdown of the independent electron approximation in the sequential double ionization [28,29]. However, a theoretical treatment of an electron in high-lying Rydberg states (with $n > 100$) requires an extremely large simulation box size due to the scaling of the wave packet size with $r^2$. Therefore, it is not trivial to perform numerical simulations that mimic the situation of electron trapping to high-lying Rydberg states in a multielectron system during and after strong-field double ionization. Further experiments and ab initio simulations are expected to shed light on the interpretation of the electron trapping probability ratio between single and double ionization and its dependence on the laser intensity.

**B. Electron momentum distributions**

Since the electron’s final momentum is determined by the vector potential of the laser field at the electron’s release time, measured electron momentum distributions contain temporal information of the strong-field interaction. We present electron momentum distributions along the laser polarization direction from strong-field double ionization and frustrated double ionization for three different laser peak intensities ($3.1$, $3.8$, and $7.9 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$) in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The sharp peaks in the momentum distributions are ATI-like structures caused by the interference of electron wave packets released at different times [26,30,31]. Figure 3(a) shows that the electron momentum distribution of strong-field double ionization gradually changes from a broad double-hump structure at $3.1 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$ to a narrow single-hump distribution at $7.9 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$ as the laser intensity increases. This behavior is a manifestation of the change of the double ionization mechanism from the nonsequential to the sequential regime for multicycle laser pulses [21,26,32–34]. When the laser intensity is low, the sequential double ionization rate is low and the recollision induced double ionization dominates [21]. Sequential double ionization becomes the dominant mechanism when the laser intensity becomes strong enough [22].

For a quantitative comparison of the measured momentum distributions in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) we retrieved their full widths at the half maximum, which are plotted as a function of laser peak intensity in Fig. 3(c) together with the electron momentum widths of strong-field single ionization. The widths in the regime of strong-field double ionization decrease monotonically with the laser intensity [green squares in Fig. 3(c)]. Such behavior has been reported previously and is due to the transition from nonsequential double ionization to sequential double ionization as the laser intensity increases [35]. However, the momentum widths of strong-field single ionization [filled red circles in Fig. 3(c)] show an opposite dependence on the laser intensity.

In the low laser intensity region of about $3 \times 10^{14}$ W/cm$^2$, strong-field double ionization of argon happens dominantly nonsequentially: The second electron is kicked out by the recollision of the earlier released electron [1]. In nonsequential double ionization the momentum of the two indistinguishable electrons shows strong correlation which manifests.
tron momentum distribution contains contributions from both electrons. Thus, the measured electron momentum width of strong-field double ionization would be broader than that of the first electron (single ionization).

Turning to the momentum widths of the first electron (e1) in the frustrated double ionization process [open blue circles in Fig. 3(c)], we observed that the momentum widths decrease with increasing laser intensity. In the low intensity region, the electron momentum width of the frustrated double ionization is larger than that of both single and double ionization. In this laser intensity region, double ionization happens nonsequentially. In nonsequential double ionization, the two released electrons share the remaining energy from the recollision. Since the trapped electron has near-zero kinetic energy, the main portion of the energy is carried by the electron (e1), which yields a broad momentum distribution of this electron. However, in the high intensity region, the momentum widths of electrons associated with the frustrated double ionization process are smaller than those associated with strong-field single and double ionization. In this laser intensity region, double ionization happens mainly sequentially, such that the two electrons are released independently. This experimental observation is a strong evidence that in the sequential double ionization regime mainly the second electron becomes trapped and the measured momentum width is mainly contributed by the first ionization step leading to a narrower electron momentum distribution, which is consistent with experimental results for molecules [17,39].

The transition from the nonsequential to the sequential double ionization scenario also explains the dependence of the trapping probability ratio on the laser intensity, shown in Fig. 2(b). In the low intensity region, the trapping probability in double ionization is less enhanced due to electrons with pronounced momentum offset induced by recollision. With increasing laser intensity more double ionization events take place sequentially, which leads to the experimentally observed increase of the electron trapping probability after double ionization.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we studied electron trapping processes during strong-field double ionization of argon atoms using three-body coincidence measurements. We observed a strong enhancement of the trapping probability after strong-field double ionization in comparison with single ionization. The measured intensity dependence of this enhancement indicates that in the sequential double ionization regime the trapping process is dominated by the second detached electron. In the nonsequential double ionization regime we find that the trapping probability is strongly suppressed as compared to that in the sequential double ionization regime. We attribute this to the strong correlation between the two electrons which results in momentum distributions offset from zero. To completely understand the enhancement of the trapping probability in strong double ionization, further experiments and simulations which consider multielectron effects would be beneficial.

The here applied method of coincidence detection of Rydberg states can also be used for studying electron trapping processes during strong-field ionization in various systems.
processes in triple or higher-order ionization processes, as well as in electron impact excitation processes [40]. Moreover, this method can be directly applied to experiments on electron trapping in laser-induced molecular ionization and dissociation processes using.
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